In addition to the myReadings link in the left side navigation of your Blackboard unit, you can embed specific sections of the myReadings list directly into your Study Guide (or wherever you can build content) in Blackboard.

1. Log in to mySCU and open the unit

2. When on the page where you would like the myReadings section to be linked, select the Build Content drop down list, and Embed myReadings link.

3. The Configure Tool: Embed myReadings window will appear. Enter a Name for the link. This name will be the link that students will click to access the readings for this particular topic or section. Click Submit and Launch or Submit. (If you click Submit, you will need to click on the link to launch it and proceed with step 4.)

**NOTE:** You must have Tutor, Lecturer, or Full Access status to a unit in order to use the Embed myReadings mashup in Blackboard.
4. When the link is launched, the **Add list section** window opens. 
Select the section from the myReadings list that this particular myReadings embedded link should open and click **Save**.
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5. The link will now be displayed embedded within the unit content and you can move to the desired place on the page the same as you move other content items.
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6. When a student clicks on an embedded myReadings link, they are brought to the readings for that Topic or Section within the Blackboard frame (with the side navigation and top breadcrumb navigation in place)